The Core Module

The Core Module is the heart of Pure and allows for the import, entry and maintenance of high-quality data about your research and other related content. Pure’s concise and connected data model ensures that this linked data is the source of truth about your institution’s research output, impact and capabilities.

Using this module Pure administrators can:

• Import content from both internal and external sources. Internal data from Finance and HR systems can be readily synchronized into Pure, and a growing list of external research data sources such as Scopus, Mendeley, Web of Science, Web of Science and PubMed can be easily connected to populate data.

• Access all content types including organizational units, research output, grants, datasets, prizes, courses taught, media coverage and more.

• Edit content using dedicated tools.

• Configure roles and rights, for fine-grained control over who can view and access content.

• Ensure high-quality data through search and filtering, workflows, and duplicate merging.

The Core Module is designed and developed to ensure your data is complete, correct, interconnected, current and compliant.

As a versatile, interoperable software solution, Pure can be configured to the growing requirements of your institution.

Pure’s industry-proven data model unearths multifaceted insights about the overall research lifecycle, supporting both fact-based decision making and industrial-strength expertise discovery.

Pure facilitates an evidence-based execution of strategy to unlock your full research potential, leading to increased funding, improved international collaboration and greater visibility.
**Reporting Module**

The Reporting Module allows users to create reports on all data in Pure: they can export static reports (CSV, Excel and PDF format) to send to stakeholders or prepare dynamic linked reports accessible in Pure which give direct access to visualizations and the underlying data. The module is comprehensive, flexible and intuitive, enabling you to switch between aggregate and detailed views of your data, supporting data-driven decision making and providing a view on the integrity of the data you have collected.

**CV Module**

The CV module provides an efficient way for researchers to create Curriculum Vitae (CVs) by leveraging the data captured in Pure. This module uses existing data to generate CVs in various different standard formats which may be required for annual reviews, grant and project applications. It also allows for customization based on the types of content in Pure, by choosing citation formats such as Harvard and APA, and adding custom text. This saves your researchers time and ensures they represent themselves the best way possible.

**Pure Community Module**

The Pure Community Module is designed to overcome the challenge of multi-institutional discoverability and management of research projects. Groupings of institutions, which can be based on geographic region, an academic consortium or a focused research area, can use the Community Module to track and manage processes and to demonstrate impact to funding agencies and government bodies. By adding a Community Portal, you can provide direct access to your combined resources and expertise from one location.

**National Assessment Modules**

Pure ensures effective compliance with national assessments in many countries. With dedicated assessment modules, it captures national assessment-specific information for the UK’s REF, the Australian ERA, the Dutch SEP/KUOZ, and the Danish BFI. Depending on the submission format, Pure can be integrated with different national assessment systems allowing direct submission from Pure.

**Award Management Module**

The Award Management module is designed to streamline and automate the management of research projects, as well as provide an overview for researchers and research administrators. With defined workflows, it helps to optimize the grant application process – from identifying the opportunity to applying. In addition, it allows stakeholders to monitor and report on the progress of awarded grants and projects for internal and external compliance. With Pure’s Award Management module, institutions have a complete view over the lifecycle of pre- and post-grant awards.

**The Pure Portal**

The Pure Portal is a publicly-accessible website which opens up the curated content in your Pure to the outside world. As the voice of your research, it helps collaborators, funders and your other internal and external stakeholders discover your academic activities and key research assets, maximizing their impact. It is fully optimized for indexing in all major search engines.

For more information visit: [www.elsevier.com/solutions/pure](http://www.elsevier.com/solutions/pure)
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LinkedIn [www.linkedin.com/company/elsevier-research-intelligence](https://www.linkedin.com/company/elsevier-research-intelligence)